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From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes an enthralling novel about Victorian London’s most notorious gold heist.
London, 1855, when lavish wealth and appalling poverty exist side by side, one mysterious man navigates both worlds with perfect ease. Edward Pierce
preys on the most prominent of the well-to-do as he cunningly orchestrates the crime of his century. Who would suspect that a gentleman of breeding
could mastermind the extraordinary robbery aboard the pride of England’s industrial era, the mighty steam locomotive? Based on fact, but studded with
all the suspense and style of fiction, here is a classic historical thriller, set a decade before the age of dynamite—yet nonetheless explosive…
The Book of Knowledge and Wonder is a memoir about claiming a legacy of wonder from knowledge of a devastating event. In some ways it has the feel of a
detective story in which Steven Harvey pieces together the life of his mother, Roberta Reinhardt Harvey, who committed suicide when he was eleven, out
of the 406 letters she left behind. Before he read the letters his mother had become little more than her death to him, but while writing her story he
discovered a woman who, despite her vulnerability to depression, had a large capacity for wonder and a love of familiar things, legacies that she passed
on to him. The book tackles subjects of recent fascination in American culture: corporate life and sexism in the fifties, mental illness and its
influence on families, and art and learning as a consolation for life's woes, but in the end it is the perennial theme of abiding love despite the odds
that fuels the tale. As the memoir unfolds, his mother changes and grows, darkens and retreats as she gives up her chance at a career in nursing,
struggles with her position as a housewife, harbors paranoid delusions of having contracted syphilis at childbirth, succumbs to a mysterious, psychic
link with her melancholic father, and fights back against depression with counseling, medicine, art, and learning. Harvey charts the way, after his
mother's death, that he blotted out her memory almost completely in his new family where his mother was rarely talked about, a protective process of
letting go that he did not resist and in a way welcomed, but the book grows out of a nagging longing that never went away, a sense of being haunted that
caused the writer to seek out places alone-dribbling a basketball on a lonely court, going on long solitary bicycle rides, walking away from his family
to the edge of a mountain overlook, and working daily at his writing desk-where he might feel her presence. In the end, the loss cannot be repaired. Her
death, like a camera flash in the dark, blotted out all but a few lingering memories of her in his mind, but the triumph of the book is in the creative
collaboration between the dead mother, speaking to her son in letters, and the writer piecing together the story from photographs, snatches of memory,
and her words so that he can, for the first time, know her and miss her, not some made up idea of her. The letters do not bring her back-he knows the
loss is irrevocable-but as he shaped them into art, the pain, that had been nothing more than a dull throb, changed in character, becoming more diffuse
and ardent, like heartache.
Why do Jews win so many Nobel Prizes and Pulitzer Prizes? Why are Mormons running the business and finance sectors? Why do the children of even
impoverished and poorly educated Chinese immigrants excel so remarkably at school? It may be taboo to say it, but some cultural groups starkly
outperform others. The bestselling husband and wife team Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother, and Jed Rubenfeld, author of The
Interpretation of Murder, reveal the three essential components of success – its hidden spurs, inner dynamics and its potentially damaging costs –
showing how, ultimately, when properly understood and harnessed, the Triple Package can put anyone on their chosen path to success.
This illustrated guide makes flower identification easy for outdoor enthusiasts across New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon. This
book is perfect for anyone who has little botanical knowledge but would like to know more about the wildflowers they encounter in nature. Organized by
flower color for easy reference, plant records include the common and scientific names, a description of typical characteristics, habitat information
and distribution maps, look-alike species, color photographs, and informative commentary. Stunning full color photographs make visual confirmation of
flower type simple and straightforward. In addition, the book provides a useful introduction to the Mountain West region, along with line drawings to
illustrate basic flower parts, shapes, and arrangements. It also features a glossary of common botanical terms, a quick search key, and a handy index.
Embracing Your Higher Purpose
Why Generalists Triumph in a Specialized World
The Book of Knowledge and Wonder
How Three Ordinary Guys Disrupted an Industry, Made Billions . . . and Created Plenty of Controversy
Mind Dynamics in Space and Time
The Satanic Verses
The Keys to the Universe
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept
out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE
OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY
READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize
Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no
one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try
a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d
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traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of
ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The
Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 •
Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library
The New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller, based on the principle that little, everyday decisions will either take you to the life you desire or to disaster by default. No gimmicks. No
Hyperbole. No Magic Bullet. The Compound Effect is a distillation of the fundamental principles that have guided the most phenomenal achievements in business, relationships, and beyond.
This easy-to-use, step-by-step operating system allows you to multiply your success, chart your progress, and achieve any desire. If you're serious about living an extraordinary life, use the
power of The Compound Effect to create the success you want. You will find strategies including: How to win--every time! The No. 1 strategy to achieve any goal and triumph over any
competitor, even if they're smarter, more talented or more experienced. Eradicating your bad habits (some you might be unaware of!) that are derailing your progress. The real, lasting keys to
motivation--how to get yourself to do things you don't feel like doing. Capturing the elusive, awesome force of momentum. Catch this, and you'll be unstoppable. The acceleration secrets of
superachievers. Do they have an unfair advantage? Yes they do, and now you can too!
From the Nag Hammadi Library with the different times of day and days of the week. She reveals for us the macrocosm of human experience in the microcosm of the passing hours and days.
Reverent introspection in the moment yields recognition of the sacredness and eternity of who we are and what our lives mean. Book jacket.
The Heinemann Plays series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. This play is a
dramatization of Daniel Keyes's story about a retarded adult who desperately wants to be able to read and write.
The Forerunner, the Guardian, the Book of True Life, Message from Mary
The Overself Awakening
The Book of Remembrance
The Compound Effect
A Physicist's Exploration of the Nature and Properties of Consciousness
Access the Ancient Secrets by Attuning to the Power and Wisdom of the Cosmos
A Gnostic Book of Hours
The kingdom of God is divided into three sectors. We have the spiritual kingdom (Heavenly realm where the saints, holy angels and the saint's lives), the inner kingdom (the heart
of the Christian) and the visible kingdom (the church on earth). The Kingdom of God is controlled by spiritual keys because God is a Spirit. Every kingdom has a key they use to
operate. In the satanic kingdom, they have their keys. In the animal kingdom, they have their keys. In the metaphysical realm, there is a key, Psychics use to operate. The
elemental spirits, the occult, the agents of Satan, the Muslims, the Pagans, the Buddhist, the Shinto's, the Jews, The Atheist, the Hindus, the humanist, the scientist, the free
thinkers, the universalist, the Freemasons and other religious bodies have the keys they use to operate. Each Kingdom uses its keys to exalt their faith. The Christian must know
certain rules and regulations that govern the Kingdom of God because ignorance of these deeper truths and keys allows the wicked to dominate.In this booklet, I have laid down
deeper truth and keys every Christian must know to enable him to become resourceful. You can use my booklet as a teaching manual in your church and in various organizations. I
have added four powerful chapters to the book to help broaden your spiritual strength in the Lord.
This adventure in science and imagination, which the Medical Tribune said might herald "a Copernican revolution for the life sciences," leads the reader through unexplored
jungles and uncharted aspects of mind to the heart of knowledge.In a first-person narrative of scientific discovery that opens new perspectives on biology, anthropology, and the
limits of rationalism, The Cosmic Serpent reveals how startlingly different the world around us appears when we open our minds to it.
With the promise of a million dollars each dangled before them, the women couldnt refuse. And as Malory found the first key, they formed a fast friendship and decided to go into
business together. For Dana, that meant her dream of owning a bookstore was about to come true.
As part of the preparation for 2012—when the universe will present vast changes for humanity—this examination communicates the knowledge of wise ancients. There are 48 keys
and two cosmic keys that open up the various energies of the universe. Along with the accompanying CD, the information in this book will enable readers to expand their
consciousness by using these keys to unlock the secrets of other realms, such as the animal and natural kingdoms, the elementals, different archangels and other angelic beings,
cosmic masters, and wisdom centers. An exploration of spiritual laws, this is a fascinating and important look at energies that manifest as sound resonances and what humanity
can do to access them.
Ten Keys to Reality
The Three Magical Books of Solomon
Educated
The Blue Book of Sailing
Key of Knowledge
The Cosmic Serpent
A Memoir

The Mystical Keys to the Book of Revelation is about the author's miraculous transformation that was responsible for aligning her soul with
the Spirit of the living God. As her journey progressed, God and his angels taught Laura the secrets to the Book of Revelation. They revealed
that this sacred Scripture is not a book of doom and gloom, but simply describes in symbolic language the stages of metamorphosis that will
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occur on the planet as the souls of humanity are aligned with the divine spirit. Laura's own metamorphosis led her into the arms of true love
as she and her soul mate were united. She reveals how the forces of the Holy Trinity become active in two souls as they become bonded by
Divine Love. Laura has recorded her journey and the messages that the Divine Spirit imparted to her in the hopes that they will inspire
others to search for truth and love in their own lives.
“An engrossing story of audacious entrepreneurism and big-industry disruption, [this] is a tale for our times.” —Charles Duhigg, author of
Smarter Faster Better An investigative look into a beloved, disruptive, notorious start-up This is the remarkable behind-the-scenes story of
the creation and growth of Airbnb, the online lodging platform that is now the largest provider of accommodations in the world. At first just
the wacky idea of cofounders Brian Chesky, Joe Gebbia, and Nathan Blecharczyk, Airbnb has become indispensable to millions of hosts and
travelers around the world. Fortune editor Leigh Gallagher presents the first nuanced, in-depth look at the Airbnb phenomenon—the successes
and controversies alike—and takes us behind the scenes as the company’s young CEO steers into increasingly uncharted waters. “A fast-paced,
fun dive into one of the seminal firms of our time; through the tale of Airbnb, Leigh Gallagher shows us how the sharing economy can be a
force for emotional connection—as well as for social and business disruption.” —Rana Foroohar, Financial Times columnist and CNN global
economic analyst
Understanding the importance and role of the Overself is the real starting-point of Ascension teaching. This illustrated text is
'breathtaking' and takes the reader through the important stages of the spiritual Path that we all have the potential to experience. The
profound illustrations in the book apply to the schoolhouse of the soul, wherein we learn to assimilate "The Keys" on different levels
applying the All-accomplishing Wisdom to achieve Enlightenment. The book is not just for the individual but bespeaks of the collective
changes that the planet will also experience.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of
books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who
scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordionplaying foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST
NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Keys to Inner Wisdom
A Guide for the Schoolhouse of the Soul
Spiritual Keys For Life
The Book of Knowledge
The Play of Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon
Fahrenheit 451
Black Magic, Superstition, Charms, and Divination
From the bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power and The Laws of Human Nature, a vital work revealing that the secret to mastery is already within you. Each one of us has within us
the potential to be a Master. Learn the secrets of the field you have chosen, submit to a rigorous apprenticeship, absorb the hidden knowledge possessed by those with years of experience,
surge past competitors to surpass them in brilliance, and explode established patterns from within. Study the behaviors of Albert Einstein, Charles Darwin, Leonardo da Vinci and the nine
contemporary Masters interviewed for this book. The bestseller author of The 48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 33 Strategies of War, Robert Greene has spent a lifetime
studying the laws of power. Now, he shares the secret path to greatness. With this seminal text as a guide, readers will learn how to unlock the passion within and become masters.
"I feel it is one of the best approaches I have found to grasp the most jarring enigma humanity has ever faced." ̶George Noory, host of Coast to Coast AM We cannot separate the earth
from its greater cosmic environment. What is needed is a new story and Alan Steinfeld s Making Contact is part of that story. ̶Deepak Chopra, Author, Total Meditation How can we
prepare for an event that is literally beyond anything humanity has ever faced? Making Contact presents multiple perspectives on what no longer can be denied: UFOs and their occupants
are visiting our world. The book answers questions which remain in the wake of the recent Pentagon s disclosures as to who and why these beings are here. The volume contains original
writings by the leading experts of the phenomena such as: Linda Moulton Howe, Earthfiles reporter, Whitley Strieber best-selling author of Communion, Professor John E. Mack, former head
of the Harvard Medical school of psychiatry and an alien abduction investigator, Darryl Anka internationally known for his communication with the extraterrestrial Bashar, Nick Pope,
former UK Ministry of Defense UFO investigator, Grant Cameron expert on American presidents and UFOs, Drs. J.J. and Desiree Hurtak, globalists and founders of the worldwide
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organization, The Academy for Future Science, Caroline Cory, director of Superhuman and ET: Contact, Mary Rodwell, author of the New Human about star-seed children, Henrietta Weekes,
actress and writer, expressing the poetic aspects of making contact. Alan Steinfeld, contributes and curates the collection with 30 years of experience with the subject. The Foreword by
George Noory of Coast to Coast AM kicks off the volume with his veteran overview of the need to wake up to the new realities of extraterrestrial existence. At this critical juncture in the
government s official acknowledgement of the reality of UFOs/UAPs, scientists, politicians and mainstream news outlets have no idea what to make of these startling revelations or the
outpouring of sightings and contact experiences currently being reported on a global scale. The book stands as the most comprehensive clarification to date on the intent and
intelligence behind the phenomena. The variety of viewpoints expressed in the volume provide a solid foundation for the preparation of the greatest challenge to ever face humankind.
Making Contact stands as the essential handbook for embracing the most exalted moment in history: Meeting the cosmic others.
Fundamentals might be the perfect book for the winter of this plague year. . . . Wilczek writes with breathtaking economy and clarity, and his pleasure in his subject is palpable. ̶The
New York Times Book Review One of our great contemporary scientists reveals the ten profound insights that illuminate what everyone should know about the physical world In
Fundamentals, Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek offers the reader a simple yet profound exploration of reality based on the deep revelations of modern science. With clarity and an infectious
sense of joy, he guides us through the essential concepts that form our understanding of what the world is and how it works. Through these pages, we come to see our reality in a new
way--bigger, fuller, and stranger than it looked before. Synthesizing basic questions, facts, and dazzling speculations, Wilczek investigates the ideas that form our understanding of the
universe: time, space, matter, energy, complexity, and complementarity. He excavates the history of fundamental science, exploring what we know and how we know it, while journeying to
the horizons of the scientific world to give us a glimpse of what we may soon discover. Brilliant, lucid, and accessible, this celebration of human ingenuity and imagination will expand your
world and your mind.
The Western Mysteries (previously published as The Key of It All, Book II: The Western Mysteries), by David Allen Hulse, is perhaps the most comprehensive, in-depth description of various
aspects of the Western magickal tradition ever published. The uniting factor of this book is language. It begins with a discussion of the mysteries of the Greek alphabet, followed by the
different forms of the Runes, and goes on to describe the mystical secrets of Latin. and then Enochian, where you will discover, for the first time ever, the correctly constructed Watchtower
system. The book also includes the mysteries of the Tarot, a pictorial language, and it describes the development of the esoteric Tarot, how to do readings, and the significance of the
symbolism on the Tarot cards. It concludes with the English language and its relationship to the Tarot, Enochian, and more. The introduction to The Western Mysteries serves as a complete
introduction to the magickal tradition of the West. You will learn about the evolution of thought concerning the Elements, astrology, magick squares, geomancy, words of power, and more.
You will find that each section of this book is a key that unlocks the meaning behind another of the magickal languages that you can relate to your own spiritual system. It is ideal for a
beginning student to explore the mysteries of Western magick. It is a necessary tool for more advanced students, as it has collected hundreds of charts and lists which clarify and identify
the similarities and differences between various systems. This is a reference book you will study over and over. The volume of information revealed makes The Western Mysteries an instant
classic and a necessity for any spiritual practitioner.
Unlocking the Secret Keys in God's Kingdom
The Goal
The Triple Package
The Key of Solomon the King
The Keys of Enoch
What Really Determines Success
Rich Dad, Poor Dad
From Snapchat sensation, business mogul, and recording artist DJ Khaled, the book They don't want you to read reveals his major keys to success. - Stay
away from They - Don’t ever play yourself - Secure the bag - Respect the code - Glorify your success - Don’t deny the heat - Keep two rooms cooking at
the same time - Win, win, win no matter what
Fate brings three women together for a chance to unlock their deepest desires in this collection that includes all three novels in the Key Trilogy from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Legend has it that the souls of three demigoddesses have been locked in a box that has three keys. It
all seems too bizarre to be true. But the women tasked to find them can't ignore the promised reward: a million dollars each. KEY OF LIGHT Malory—with
her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must find her key first. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls away is dark, powerful, and
greedy...and it doesn’t want the women to win. KEY OF KNOWLEDGE As Dana finds herself on the threshold of major change, it’s her turn to find a key. She
has four weeks to unravel a riddle involving her past, present, and future, and to find the truth hidden among deception and lies. KEY OF VALOR As a
single mother, Zoe has more to risk, more to lose. Now, she must gather all her courage to confront the dark forces amassed against her to find her key
and make all of their dreams come true.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed positions several times-for all the
right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only through our individual contributions. Michael
and I have a wonderful marriage with three great children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent a
fortune making sure our children have received the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned with school. He
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was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I
responded, “Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.” “Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going to be
rich.”
Finally in a single book, the Keys and Testament of Solomon are available together in The Three Magical Books of Solomon: The Greater and Lesser Keys &
The Testament of Solomon. The Testament is a story of his use of magic to control demons and the Keys reveal his spells and methods.The Lesser Key of
Solomon is a well-know grimoire which has the description of the 72 demons conjured by Solomon, along with illustrations of their sigils, and the
instructions for how to summon them. It also lists "Spirits mingled of Good and Evil Natures". The third book, attributed to the Apostle Paul, discusses
the "Spirits allotted unto every degree of the 360 Degrees of the Zodiac; and also of the Signs, and of the Planets in the Signs, as well as of the
Hours." Later on, Ars Almadel Salomonis provides instructions on how to create a wax tablet with specific designs intended to contact angels via
scrying. This book also contains the prayers and orations of Solomon.The Key of Solomon the King is a very famous and important grimoire. It is divided
up into two books. The first section includes various chants, spells, and curses to summon or restrain demons and the spirits of the dead. It also
contains instructions on how to perform a series of magic spells. The second part describes purifications an exorcist should undergo, as well as on
clothing and magical devices.The Testament of Solomon is about demons summoned by King Solomon, and how they can be countered by invoking angels and
other magical techniques. It is one of the oldest magical texts attributed to King Solomon, dating First Century A.D.
Fundamentals
Range
Ecclesiastes
A Process of Ongoing Improvement
The Mystical Keys to the Book of Revelation
An Encyclopedic Guide to the Sacred Languages & Magickal Systems of the World : The Key of It All
The Book of Forbidden Knowledge
The #1 New York Times bestseller that has all America talking—with a new afterword on expanding your range—as seen on CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS, Morning Joe, CBS This Morning, and more. “The most important
business—and parenting—book of the year.” —Forbes “Urgent and important. . . an essential read for bosses, parents, coaches, and anyone who cares about improving performance.” —Daniel H. Pink Shortlisted for the Financial
Times/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award Plenty of experts argue that anyone who wants to develop a skill, play an instrument, or lead their field should start early, focus intensely, and rack up as many hours of
deliberate practice as possible. If you dabble or delay, you’ll never catch up to the people who got a head start. But a closer look at research on the world’s top performers, from professional athletes to Nobel laureates, shows that
early specialization is the exception, not the rule. David Epstein examined the world’s most successful athletes, artists, musicians, inventors, forecasters and scientists. He discovered that in most fields—especially those that are
complex and unpredictable—generalists, not specialists, are primed to excel. Generalists often find their path late, and they juggle many interests rather than focusing on one. They’re also more creative, more agile, and able to
make connections their more specialized peers can’t see. Provocative, rigorous, and engrossing, Range makes a compelling case for actively cultivating inefficiency. Failing a test is the best way to learn. Frequent quitters end up
with the most fulfilling careers. The most impactful inventors cross domains rather than deepening their knowledge in a single area. As experts silo themselves further while computers master more of the skills once reserved for
highly focused humans, people who think broadly and embrace diverse experiences and perspectives will increasingly thrive.
This book covers a number of different topics, including Black Magic, lucky numbers and insight into dreams. Instructions are provided on how to be a spirit medium and hypnotize, among other things. It's easy to read and is as
informative as it is entertaining.
Did I not promise, that all knowledge would be restored to its original truth? Christ's prophecy has been fulfilled. The following words have become absolute reality: "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear
them now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide you into all truth." (John 16, 12-13). This book of my teachings has been formed from the lessons of love and charity and dictated to you through human
understanding. Since ancient times I have entrusted to you my teachings, through my envoys, my emissaries, my interpreters, and you have used it to create myths and traditions. But you will not fulfill your purpose unless you
meditate and study this lesson with respect and love. Truly I say to you that he who meditates and analyzes the teachings of my Book, with a true desire to elevate his knowledge, will acquire the light for his spirit and he will feel
Me nearer to him.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on Englishlanguage literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal
engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
The Greater and Lesser Keys and the Testament of Solomon
The Great Train Robbery
The Gene Keys
Making Contact
The Keys of Enoch : a Teaching Given on Seven Levels in Preparation for the Brotherhood of Light, to be Delivered for the Quickening of the "People of Light"
The Airbnb Story
The First and Second Books of Achee

Transform basic sailing skills into true mastery No other sport is as complex or as gear- and technique-intensive as sailing. The details and nuances are vast, but beneath the surface are 22
elements, or core areas of knowledge. By understanding these principles you can attain true mastery: tie any knot, shape any sail, take the helm of any boat, no matter how large or unfamiliar.
“This guy does next level stuff. I have worked with him and I have no idea how or why he is able to do some of the things I have witnessed. Science is just catching up with biohacking. It’s
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time to start studying spirit hacking and how Shaman Durek can achieve the tangible results he achieves.” —Dave Asprey, author of the New York Times bestseller, The Bulletproof Diet,
Silicon Valley investor and technology entrepreneur In Spirit Hacking: Shamanic Keys to Reclaim Your Personal Power, Transform Yourself, and Light Up the World, Shaman Durek, a sixthgeneration shaman, shares life altering shamanic keys allowing you to tap into your personal power. Through new information you will banish fear and darkness from your life in favor of light,
positivity, and strength. Shaman Durek’s bold and sometimes controversial wisdom shakes loose our assumptions about ourselves and the very world around us. He ultimately teaches us
how to step fearlessly out of this Blackout (the age of darkness we are currently experiencing) and access a place of fierce empowerment by use of tools and techniques of timeless Shamanic
tradition. This transformation is both personal and collective; as individuals step out of darkness and begin to experience the light, we bring our loved ones and communities out of the shadows
as well. Shaman Durek inherited a rich legacy of ancient wisdom and now shares this knowledge for a modern context. He advises everyone from celebrities like Gwyneth Paltrow and Nina
Dobrev to innovative executives such as Bullet-Proof Coffee founder Dave Asprey. Spirit Hacking shatters readers’ complacency, giving them tools to navigate the tumultuous times in which
we find ourselves. We will emerge from this period happier, lighter, and more vibrant than ever before.
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and improve performance. His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his marriage. He has ninety days to save
his plant - or it will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds of job losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from student days - Jonah - to help him break out of conventional ways
of thinking to see what needs to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an internationally recognized leader in the
development of new business management concepts and systems. This 20th anniversary edition includes a series of detailed case study interviews by David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune
Small Business, which explore how organizations around the world have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The story of Alex's fight to save his plant contains a serious message for all
managers in industry and explains the ideas which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping novel
which is transforming management thinking throughout the Western world. It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry - even to your bosses - but not to your competitors!
The explosion of a jetliner over India triggers an Apocalyptic battle that sweeps across the subcontinent. Reprint.
The Keys
The Western Mysteries
Shamanic Keys to Reclaim Your Personal Power, Transform Yourself, and Light Up the World
Preparing for the New Realities of Extraterrestrial Existence
Nora Roberts' Key Trilogy
Wildflowers of the Mountain West
Mastery
The book begins by introducing the reader to a fantastic possibility - that humanity may be on the verge of a major shift in consciousness rooted in a new understanding of how our DNA operates - namely
that it is programmed directly by the way we think and feel. This is a highly ambitious and sophisticated system for shaping one's destiny. Based around 64 archetypes, it resembles the I Ching in its vast scope
and profound importance, and in the resonant character of its symbolism. The author shows how there are two ways to approach the Gene Keys - the analogue (holistic) way and the digital (detailed) way. It is
the combining of both analogue and digital that results in contemplation - the primary pathway into the Gene Keys. Since our beliefs shape our genes, when we change our beliefs, we change the chemistry of
our body. The Gene Keys are an inner language whose central purpose is to transform our core beliefs about ourselves, thus raising our lives onto a new level of awareness. The book works alongside state-ofthe-art online profiling software. This software will provide instantaneous free profiles known as 'Hologenetic Profiles', which uses astrological data (time, date and place of birth) to generate a unique
sequence of Gene Keys that relate to many aspects of your life, including the underlying genetic patterns governing your relationships, your finances, your health and your life purpose. As the reader
contemplates the 64 Gene Keys over time and applies their insights in his or her own life, so one's belief system will begin to change and our DNA will actually start to transform the way we think and feel.
How to make a magic carpet, become invisible, and find love are among the procedures detailed in this famous book of prayers and instructions on trafficking with the spirit world.
interpreted writings from stone tablets
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Spirit Hacking
The Book Thief
A Novel
The Third Testament-Spirit of Truth
The 22 Keys to Sailing Mastery
The Keys to Enoch
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